Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of universal synchronization primitives that can support scalable thread synchronization for largescale manycore architectures. The universal synchronization primitives that have been deployed widely in conventional architectures, are the compare-and-swap (CAS) and load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) primitives. However, such synchronization primitives are expected to reach their scalability limits in the evolution to manycore architectures with thousands of cores. We introduce a non-blocking full/empty bit primitive, or NB-FEB for short, as a promising synchronization primitive for parallel programming on manycore architectures. We show that the NB-FEB primitive is universal, scalable, feasible and easy to use. NB-FEB, together with registers, can solve the consensus problem for an arbitrary number of processes (universality). NB-FEB is combinable, namely its memory requests to the same memory location can be combined into only one memory request, which consequently makes NB-FEB scalable (scalability). Since NB-FEB is a variant of the original full/empty bit that always returns a value instead of waiting for a conditional ag, it is as feasible as the original full/empty bit, which has been implemented in many computer systems (feasibility). We construct, on top of NB-FEB, a non-blocking software transactional memory system called NBFEB-STM, which can be used as an abstraction to handle concurrent threads easily. NBFEB-STM is space ecient: the space complexity of each object updated by N concurrent threads/transactions is Θ(N ), which is optimal.
Introduction
Universal synchronization primitives [9] are essential for constructing non-blocking synchronization mechanisms for parallel programming, such as non-blocking software transactional memory [8, 10, 12, 17] . Non-blocking synchronization eliminates the concurrency control problems of mutual exclusion locks, such as priority inversion, deadlock and convoying. As manycore architectures with thousands of cores are expected to be our future chip architectures [2] , universal synchronization primitives that can support scalable thread synchronization for such large-scale architectures are desired.
However, the conventional universal primitives such as compare-and-swap (CAS) and load-linked/ store-conditional (LL/SC) are expected to reach their scalability limits in the evolution to manycore architectures with thousands of cores. The universal primitives are usually built on top of conventional cachecoherent protocols. Experimental studies have recently shown that the universal primitives, which lock the entire memory bank to ensure atomicity (i.e. coarsegrained synchronization), are not scalable for multicore architectures [19] . The authors of [19] also experimentally show that the original (blocking) full/empty bit (F EB) , which lock only the memory location under consideration (i.e. negrained synchronization), scales much better. Moreover, the conventional cachecoherent protocols are considered inecient for large-scale manycore architectures [2] . As a result, several emerging multicore architectures, such as the NVIDIA CUDA, the ClearSpeed CSX, the IBM Cell BE and the Cyclops-64, utilize a fast local memory for each processing core rather than a coherent data cache.
For the emerging manycore architectures without a coherent data cache, the CAS and LL/SC primitives are not scalable either since they are not combinable [3, 11] . Primitives are combinable if their memory requests to the same memory location (arriving at a switch of the processor-to-memory interconnection network) can be combined into only one memory request. Separate replies to the original requests are later created from the reply to the combined request (at the switch). The combining technique has been implemented in the NYU Ultracomputer [4] and the IBM RP3 machine [14] , and has been shown to be a promising technique for large-scale multiprocessors to alleviate the performance degradation due to a synchronization "hot spot". The CAS primitives are not combinable since the success of a CAS(x, a, b) primitive depends on the current value of the memory location x. For m-bit locations (e.g. 64-bit words), there are 2 m possible values and therefore, a combined request that represents k CAS(x, a, b) requests, k < 2 m , must carry as many as k dierent checking-values a and k new values b. Although the single-valued CAS a (x, b) [3] , which will atomically swap b to x if x equals a is combinable, the number of instructions CAS a must be as many as the number of integers a that can be stored in one memory word (e.g. 2 64 CAS a instructions for 64-bit words, where a = 0, 1 · · · , 2 64 − 1). Note that the value domains of x, a and b must be the same. This fact makes the single-valued CAS a unfeasible for hardware implementation. Note that the LL/SC primitives are not combinable since the success of a SC primitive depends on the state of its reservation bit at the memory location that has been set previously by the corresponding LL primitive. Therefore, a combined request that represents k SC requests (from dierent processes/processors) must carry as many as k store values.
Another universal primitive called sticky bit has been suggested in [15] , but it has not been deployed so far due to its usage complexity. A sticky bit is a data object that holds 0, 1 or ⊥ and supports the following operations: Jam(v), which sets the value to v and returns Success atomically if the value was ⊥ or v; F lush(), which sets the value to ⊥; and Read(), which returns the current value of the object. To the best of our knowledge, the universal construction using the sticky bit in [15] does not prevent a delayed thread, even after being helped, from jamming the sticky bits of a cell that has been re-initialized and reused. Since the universal construction is built on a doubly-linked list of cells, it is not obvious how an external garbage collector (supported by the underlying system) can help solve the problem. Moreover, the space complexity of the universal construction for an object is as high as O(N 3 ) [15] 3 , where N is the number of processes.
This paper suggests a novel synchronization primitive, called NB-FEB, as a promising synchronization primitive for parallel programming on manycore architectures. What makes NB-FEB a promising primitive is its following four main properties. NB-FEB is:
Feasible: NB-FEB is a non-blocking variant of the conventional full/empty bit that always returns the old value of the variable instead of waiting for its conditional ag to be set (or cleared) (cf. Section 3). This simple modication makes NB-FEB as feasible as the original (blocking) full/empty bit, which has been implemented in many computer systems such as HEP, Tera (or Cray MTA-2), MDP, Sparcle, M-Machine, and Eldorado. The original full/empty bit is also used to design a synchronization array a dedicated hardware structure for pipelined inter-thread communication [16] .
Universal: This simple modication, however, signicantly increases the synchronization power of full/empty bits, making NB-FEB as powerful as CAS or LL/SC. NB-FEB, together with registers, can solve wait-free 4 consensus [9] for an arbitrary number of processes, the essential property for constructing non-blocking synchronization mechanisms (cf. Section 3.1). Note that due to blocking, the original full/empty bit is as weak as read/write registers with respect to synchronization power: it, together with registers, cannot solve wait-free consensus for even two processes. Scalable: NB-FEB is combinable, namely its memory requests to the same memory location can be combined into only one memory request (cf. Section 3.2). This empowers NB-FEB with the ability to provide scalable thread synchronization for large-scale manycore architectures [4, 14] .
Easy-to-use: The original full/empty bit is well-known as a special-purpose primitive for fast producer-consumer synchronization and has been used extensively in specic domains of applications (e.g. parallel graph algorithms). In this paper, by providing an abstraction on top of NB-FEB, we show that NB-FEB can be deployed easily as a general-purpose primitive. We construct, on top of NB-FEB, a non-blocking software transactional memory system called NBFEB-STM, which can be used as an abstraction to handle concurrent threads easily. NBFEB-STM is space ecient: the space complexity of each object updated by N concurrent threads/transactions is Θ(N ), the optimal (cf. Section 4).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the shared memory and interconnection network models assumed in this paper. Sections 3 describes the NB-FEB primitive in detail and proves its universality and combinability properties. Section 4 introduces and analyzes NBFEB-STM, the obstruction-free multi-versioning STM constructed on top of the NB-FEB primitive. Section 5 concludes this paper. Because of space limitations, most proofs are omitted from this version of the paper and can be found in [7] .
Models
Similarly to previous research on the synchronization power of synchronization primitives [9] , this paper assumes the linearizable shared memory model. Due to NB-FEB combinability, as in [11] we assume that the processor-to-memory interconnection network is nonovertaking and that a reply message is sent back on the same path followed by the request message. The intermediate nodes on the communication path from a processor to a global shared memory module can be either switches of a multistage interconnection network [11] or memory modules of a multilevel memory hierarchy [3] . The intermediate nodes can detect requests destined for the same destination and maintain the queues of requests. In this paper, we assume that such a combining network is provided and we mainly focus on the combining logic of the new primitive. For the design details of the combining network, the reader is referred to [4] . No memory coherent schemes are assumed.
NB-FEB Primitives
NB-FEB is a set of four primitives: test-ag-and-set TFAS (cf. Algorithm 1), Load (Algorithm 2), store-and-clear SAC (Algorithm 3) and store-and-set SAS (Algorithm 4). Each variable x has an associated full-empty bit f lag x . Primitive TFAS will atomically write value v to variable x (and set f lag x to true) if f lag x is f alse. The primitive always returns the (previous) value of pair (x, f lag x ) regardless of the value of f lag x . Primitive SAC atomically writes v to x, sets f lag x to f alse and returns the previous value of (x, f lag x ). Primitive SAS is similar to SAC except that SAS sets f lag x to true. Regarding conditional load primitives such as load-if-set and load-if-clear in the original FEB, a processor can check the ag value, f lag x , returned by the unconditional load primitive Load to determine if it was successful.
When the value of f lag x returned is not needed, we just write r ← TFAS(x, v) instead of (r, f lag r ) ← TFAS(x, v), where r is x's old value. The same applies to SAC and SAS. For Load, we just write r ← x instead of r ← Load(x). In this paper, the ag value returned is needed only for combining NB-FEB primitives.
Algorithm 1 TFAS(x: variable, v:
value): Test-Flag-And-Set, a nonblocking variant of the original Storeif-Clear-and-Set primitive, which always returns the old value of x.
value): Store-And-Clear
Algorithm 4 SAS(x: variable, v:
value): Store-And-Set
Algorithm 5 SICAS(x: variable, v: value): Store-If-Clear-And-Set, one of the original F EB primitives, which waits for f lag x to be clear (or f alse).
Wait for f lag x to be false;
Algorithm 6 LISAC(x: variable):
Load-If-Set-And-Clear, one of the original F EB primitives, which waits for f lag x to be set (or true ). In this section, we will show that TFAS is a universal primitive like CAS. Note that due to blocking, the original full/empty bit primitives such as store-if-clearand-set (cf. Algorithm 5) and load-if-set-and-clear (cf. Algorithm 6) are as weak as read/write registers with respect to synchronization power: they, together with registers, cannot solve wait-free consensus [9] for even two processes. Lemma 1. (Universality) The test-ag-and-set primitive (or TFAS for short) is universal.
The wait-free consensus algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7. Processes share a variable called Decision, which is initialized to ⊥ with a f alse ag. Each process p proposes its value ( =⊥) called proposal by calling TFAS_Consensus (proposal).
The TFAS_Consensus procedure is clearly wait-free since it contains no loops. It is not dicult to see that the procedure will return the proposal of the rst process executing TFAS on the Decision variable to all processes.
Combinability
Lemma 2. (Combinability) NB-FEB primitives are combinable.
Proof. Figure 1 summarizes the combining logic of NB-FEB primitives on a memory location x. The rst column is the name of the rst primitive request and the rst row is the name of the successive primitive request. For instance, the cell [SAS, TFAS ] is the combining logic of SAS and TFAS in which SAS is followed by TFAS . Let v 1 , v 2 , r and f r be the value of the rst primitive request, the value of the second primitive request, the value returned and the ag returned, respectively. In each cell, the rst line is the combined request, the second is the reply to the rst primitive request and the third (and forth) is the reply to the successive primitive request. The values 0 and 1 of f r in the reply represent f alse and true, respectively.
Consider cell [TFAS , TFAS ] as an example. The cell describes the case where request TFAS (x, v 1 ) is followed by request TFAS (x, v 2 ), at an intermediate node (e.g. a switch) of the processor-to-memory interconnection network. At the node, the two input requests are combined into only one output request TFAS (x, v 1 ) (line 1), which will be forwarded further to the corresponding memory controller. When receiving a reply (r, f r ) to the combined request, the intermediate node at which the requests were combined, creates separate replies to the two original requests. The reply to the rst original request, TFAS (x, v 1 ), is (r, f r ) (line 2) as if the request was executed by the memory controller. The reply to the successive request, TFAS (x, v 2 ), depends on whether the combined request TFAS (x, v 1 ) has successfully updated the memory location x. If f r = 0, TFAS (x, v 1 ) has successfully updated x with its value v 1 . Therefore, the reply to the successive request TFAS (x, v 2 ) is (v 1 , 1) as if the request was executed right after the rst request TFAS (x, v 1 ). If f r = 1, TFAS (x, v 1 ) has failed to update the x variable. Therefore, the reply to the successive request TFAS (x, v 2 ) is (r, 1).
Due to the combining logic in Figure 1 , the set of primitives TFAS (universal primitive), Load (read-primitive), SAC and SAS (write-primitives) are closed under the combining operation: the combination of any two primitives of the set belongs to the set (e.g. cell [SAC, TFAS ] is SAS). Namely, all concurrent requests to the same memory location can be combined into only one request. Based on previous experimental results of combinable primitives in the literature such as fetch-and-add [4, 14] , NB-FEB would be scalable in practice.
4 NBFEB-STM: Obstruction-free Multi-versioning STM Like previous obstruction-free 5 multi-versioning STM called LSA-STM [17] , the new software transactional memory called NBFEB-STM assumes that objects are only accessed and modied within transactions. NBFEB-STM assumes that there are no nested transactions, namely each thread executes only one transaction at a time. NBFEB-STM, like other obstruction-free STMs [10, 12, 17] , is designed for garbage-collected programming languages (e.g. Java). A variable reclaimed by the garbage collector is assumed to have all bits 0 when it is reused. Note that there are non-blocking garbage collection algorithms that do not require synchronization primitives other than reads and writes while they still guarantee the non-blocking property for application-threads. Such a garbage collection algorithm is presented in [7] . Primitives TFAS , SAC and Load are used to implement NBFEB-STM. Note that primitive SAS is included in NB-FEB to make the set of NB-FEB primitives closed under the combining operation (cf. cell [SAC, TFAS ] in Figure 2 ). Since NB-FEB primitives are combinable, NBFEB-STM eliminates all conventional synchronization hot spots in STMs (cf. Lemma 10).
Challenges and Key Ideas
Unlike the STMs using CAS [10, 12, 17] , NBFEB-STM using TFAS and SAC must handle the problem that SAC's interference with concurrent TFAS will violate the atomicity semantics expected on variable x. Overlapping TFAS 1 and TFAS 2 both may successfully write their new values to x if SAC interference occurs.
The key idea is not to use the transactional memory object T M Obj 6 [10, 12, 17] that needs to switch its pointer frequently to a new locator (when a transaction commits). Such a T M Obj would need SAC in order to clear the pointer's ag, allowing the next transaction to switch the pointer. Instead, NBFEB-STM keeps a linked-list of locators for each object and integrates a write-once pointer next into each locator (cf. Figure2). When opening an object O for write, a transaction T tries to append its locator to O's locator-list by changing the next pointer of the head-locator 7 of the list using TFAS . Due to the semantics of TFAS , only one of the concurrent transactions trying to append their locators succeeds. The other transactions must retry in order to nd the new head and then append their locators to the new head. Using the locator-list, each next pointer is changed only once and thus its ag does not need to be cleared during the lifetime of the corresponding locator. This prevents SAC from interleaving with concurrent TFAS . The next pointer, together with its locator, will be reclaimed by the garbage collector when the lifetime of the locator is over. The garbage collector ensures that a locator will not be recycled until no thread/transaction has a reference to it.
Linking locators together creates another challenge on the space complexity of NBFEB-STM. Unlike the STMs using CAS, a delayed/halted transaction T in NBFEB-STM may prevent all locators appended after its locator in a locator-list from being reclaimed. As a result, T may make the system run out of memory and thus prevent other transactions from making progress, violating the obstruction-freedom property. The key idea to solve the space challenge is to break the list of obsolete locators into pieces so that a delayed transaction T prevents from being reclaimed only the locator that T has a direct reference as in the STMs using CAS. The idea is based on the fact that only the head of O's locator-list is needed for further accesses to the O object.
However, breaking the list of an obsolete object O also creates another challenge on nding the head of O's locator-list. Obviously, we cannot use a head pointer as in non-blocking linked-lists since modifying such a pointer requires CAS. The key idea is to utilize the fact that there are no nested transactions and thus each thread has at most one active locator 8 Based on the key ideas, we come up with the data structure for a transactional memory object that is illustrated in Figure 2 and presented in Algorithm 8. contemporary large-scale multicore architectures (e.g. NVIDIA CUDA with up to 30 cores [13] ) deploy high memory bandwidth to deal with the high latency of shared memory accesses, reading/writing to an array with several elements such as T M Obj will not be problematic on manycore architectures. For instance, the NVIDIA CUDA currently allows each core to read/write to a large segment of shared memory (e.g. 128 bytes) in a single memory transaction.
Data Structures
For each locator Loc i , in addition to elds T x, old and new that reference the corresponding transaction object, the old data object and the new data object, respectively, as in DSTM [10] , there are two other elds cts and next. The cts eld records the commit timestamp of the object referenced by old. The next eld is the pointer to the next locator in the locator list. The next pointer is modied by NB-FEB primitives.
In Figure 2 , values {0, 1} in the next pointer denote the values {f alse, true} of its ag, respectively. The next pointer of the head of the locator list, Loc 3 .next, has its ag clear (i.e. 0) while the next pointers of previous locators (e.g. Loc 1 .next, Loc 2 .next) have their ags set (i.e. 1) since their next pointers were changed. The next pointer of a new locator (e.g. Loc 4 .next) is initialized to (⊥, 0). Due to the garbage collector semantics, all locators Loc j reachable from the T M Obj shared object by following their Loc j .next pointers, will not be reclaimed.
For each transaction object T x i , in addition to elds status, readSet and writeSet corresponding to the status, the set of objects opened for read, and the set of objects opened for write, respectively, there is a eld cts recording
Algorithm
A thread t i starts a transaction T by calling the StartSTM(T ) procedure (Algorithm 8). The procedure sets T.status to Active and clears its ag using SAC (cf. Algorithm 3). The procedure then initializes the lazy snapshot algorithm (LSA) [17] by calling LSA_Start. NBFEB-STM utilizes LSA to preclude inconsistent views by live transactions, an essential aspect of transactional memory semantics [6] . The LSA has been shown to be an ecient mechanism to construct consistent snapshots for transactions [17] . Moreover, the LSA can utilize up to (N + 1) versions of a transactional memory object T M Obj recorded in N locators of T M Obj's locator list. Note that the global counter CT in LSA can be implemented by the fetch-and-increment primitive [4] , a combinable (and thus scalable) primitive [11] . Except for the global counter CT , the LSA in NBFEB-STM does not need any strong synchronization primitives other than TFAS . The Abort(T ) operation in LSA, which is used to abort a transaction T , is replaced by TFAS (T.status, Aborted). Note that the status eld is the only eld of a transaction object T that can be modied by other transactions.
Read-accesses When a transaction T opens an object O for read, it invokes the OpenR procedure (Algorithm 11). The procedure simply calls the LSA_Open procedure of LSA [17] in the Read mode to get the version of O that maintains a consistent snapshot with the versions of other objects being accessed by T .
If no such a version of O exists, LSA_Open will abort T and consequently OpenR will return ⊥ (line 3R). That means there is a conicting transaction that makes T unable to maintain a consistent view of all the object being accessed by T . Otherwise, OpenR The latest version of O is then checked to ensure that it, together with the versions of other objects being accessed by T , belongs to a consistent view using LSA_Open with "Write" mode (line 7W (lines 17W-18W ). This chain-breaking mechanism makes the space complexity of an object updated by N concurrent transactions/threads in NBFEB-STM be Θ(N ), the optimal (cf. Theorem 1).
In order to nd the head of O's locator list as in OpenW, a transaction invokes the FindHead(O) procedure (cf. Algorithm 10). The procedure atomically reads O into a local array start (line 2F). Such a multi-word read operation is supported by emerging multicore architectures (e.g. CUDA [13] ) which deploy high memory bandwidth to deal with the high latency of shared memory accesses. In the contemporary chips of these architectures, a read operation can atomically read 128 bytes. In general, such a multi-word read operation can be implemented as an atomic snapshot using only single-word read and single-word write primitives 9 [1] . FindHead nds the item start latest with the highest timestamp in start and searches for the head from locator start latest .ptr by following the next pointers until it nds a locator H whose next pointer is ⊥ (lines 3F-6F). Since some locators may become obsolete and their next pointers were reset to ⊥ by concurrent transactions (lines 16W and 18W in Algorithm 13), FindHead needs to check H's commit timestamp against the highest timestamp of O at a moment after H is found (lines 8F-10F). If H's commit timestamp is greater than or equal to the highest timestamp of O, H is the head of O's locator list (cf. Lemma 4). Otherwise, H is an obsolete locator and FindHead must retry (line 10F). The FindHead procedure is lock-free, namely it will certainly return the head of O's locator list after at most N iterations unless a concurrent thread has completed a transaction and subsequently has started a new one, where N is the number of concurrent (updating) threads (cf. Lemma 5) . Note that as soon as a thread obtains head from FindHead (line 3W of OpenW, Algorithm 13), the locator referenced by head will not be reclaimed by the garbage collector until the thread returns from the OpenW procedure.
Commitments When committing, read-only transactions in NBFEB-STM do nothing and always succeed in their commit phase as in LSA-STM [17] . They can abort only when trying to open an object for read (cf. Algorithm 11). Other transactions T , which have opened at least one object for write, invoke the CommitW procedure (Algorithm 9). The procedure calls the LSA_Commit procedure to ensure that T still maintains a consistent view of objects being accessed by T (line 1C). T 's commit timestamp is updated with the timestamp returned from LSA_Commit (line 2C). Finally, CommitW tries to change T.status to Committed (line 3C). T.status will be changed to Committed at this step if it has not been changed to Aborted due to the semantics of TFAS .
